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祖籍闽南的福建人，是新加坡 大的祖籍地缘性社群。根据 2000 年新加坡
人口普查，福建人占新加坡华人总人口的 41.1%，占新加坡总人口的 25.6%。有
关新加坡福建人的研究，由于种种原因，迄今尚无系统的研究作品面世。本文尝




















































It is necessary to define the two concepts which involve in this thesis at first. The 
Hokkiens ,who was one of the Chinese dialect social groups exiested in Southeast 
Asia area, refer to the immigrants (or their descendants) speaking the Minnan dialect 
from Zhangzhou, Quanzhou and Xiamen prefectures in Fujian.The Bang refers to the 
Chinese immigrants whose social structure based on the dialect groups formed in the 
Singapore colonail time.Generally speaking, it was the community which regarded the 
ancestral hometown dialect as the approval indication, mutually recognized as “my 
group”.The Bang which is comprised with the Hokkiens is called the Hokkien Bang. 
The Hokkiens who are originated from Minnan prefectures in Fujian, are the 
Singapore biggest ancestral home geographical social group. According to the 2000 
census data, the Hokkiens accounted for 41.1% of the Chinese population and for 
25.6% of the total population of  Singapore. The Hokkiens studies, as a result of all 
sorts of reasons, still did not have the systematic study until now . Looking from the 
perspective of Chinese Bang social structure during the colonail time, this dissertation 
studies on the immigration experience as well as on the existence and the 
development of the Hokkiens immigrants social group in Singapore from the year 
when Singapore opened the port in 1819 to the year when the Pacific Ocean War is 
broken in 1942. 
This dissertation aims at the idea of the historical sociology and the immigrant 
sociology.It attempts to give a comparative research case study on the Chinese 
immigrants social group adaptation living in the Southeast Asia in the international 
immigration research area. In view of the fact that the newspaper materials has not 
digged up the value fully, this dissertation has portraied a historical scene about the 
Chinese immigrants social group adaptation in colonail Singapore by thoroughly 















This dissertation studies the organization operation system and the organization 
functions historical evolution belonging to the Hokkien Bang from the vertical aspect 
as well as the three interaction relations related to the Hokkiens’ development from 
the horizontal aspect. This research demonstrated, not only the bang the census item 
of category and further more is  comprised the “the interaction social group” and the 
sociological research object entity in the Singapore colonial time.The significance of 
the Bang to the Chinese immigrant society lies in the solution to the basic existence 
and development needs of the Chinese immigrants respectively under the “half 
autonomous” colonial rule policy. “Half autonomous” colonial rule policy 
environment is the prerequisite which the gang produces. In this sense, the bang is 
actually the strategical tool choice of Chinese immigrants attempting to survive and 
development. Certainly, this also meant, once the colony history ended and emerging 
nation-state establishment,the bang’s social function must undergo the emptied 
progress and the Chinese basic bang structure in the colonial time gradually in the 
face of the historical destiny of disintegration . This time, the bang is precipitating as 
one sort of the culture and as a result of the cultural inertia force, the consciousness 
and the boundary of bang which will continue to exist within certain period of history 
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群群体性生存适应问题。论文讨论的时间跨度界定在 1819 年至 1941 年。这是因
为，1819～1941 年其间 120 余年是新加坡华人帮群社会特质集中呈现的历史时
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